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News from the University of California’s Largest Employee Union — AFSCME Local 3299

Facing New Attacks
— AFSCME Grows
100K Stronger

I

t’s often said that “freedom isn’t free.” Neither are the good
wages, benefits, and job protections provided by strong union
contracts in the workplace.
For generations, the key to winning and enforcing workplace
rights has been the resources provided to unions via member
dues and fair share fees. These resources pay for the legal,
organizing, administrative and communications support we
need to be an effective voice for those we represent.
Over the past several years however, both the Courts and State
Legislatures across the country have launched an aggressive
campaign to eliminate these revenue sources with so called
“right to work” legislation and court challenges to the collection
of “fair share fees” from non-members represented by unionnegotiated collective bargaining agreements.
For example, in Harris vs. Quinn—a case decided last year—the
Supreme Court declared that Illinois based home care workers
could no longer collect “fair share fees” from non-members
represented by the union’s collective bargaining agreements.
Another case that could extend this ruling to more public sector
workers across the country—including those represented by
Local 3299—is possible over the next 18 months. In the worst
case scenario, this case would reduce Local 3299’s capabilities
on workplace representation, contract enforcement, and collective bargaining by as much as 33%.

The Best Defense is a Good Offense
In recognition of these mounting threats, AFSCME launched
the “50K Stronger” campaign last year. The goal of this
campaign was to blunt the attacks on our union by recruiting
50,000 new, dues-paying members—either by organizing

new bargaining units, or converting existing fee-payers into
full members.
By last summer, it was
announced that not only had
AFSCME reached its 50K
goal—it had exceeded it—
organizing nearly 100,000 new
members. Local 3299 helped
lead this charge—organizing
over 3000 new members last
year, and nearly 5,500 since
2011 (a 45% increase!).
As opponents of your right to a voice at work continue pressing
their attacks we are asking every UC worker represented by Local
3299 to stand up for the historic wage increases, secure benefits
and job protections we have won in our recent contracts—join
AFSCME Local 3299 as a full member if you have not done so
already, and please ask your colleagues and co-workers to join you.

AFSCME Local 3299
and UC’s Legacy of
Social Justice:
By: Michael Avant, Executive Vice
President, AFSCME Local 3299, Patient
Escort, UCSD Medical Center

M

uch is known about the University of California’s proud history
of activism in the areas of social and
economic justice. Too often forgotten is that critical role that
unions—and especially the AFSCME affiliates that eventually
became Local 3299—have played in shaping this history.
continued on page 4 —>
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From the
President
By: Kathryn Lybarger, President of
AFSCME Local 3299,
Lead Gardener, UC Berkeley

W

hen I first became your President more than three years
ago, our union was at a crossroads.

After enduring forced furloughs and cuts, the worst of
California’s budget crisis was enveloping the UC system and our
membership. From internal divisions to attacks by our employer,
our challenges were very much consistent with those faced by
the labor movement as a whole—a sense of powerlessness over
the problem, instead of seeing ourselves as the solution.
Over the last three years—and against strong headwinds—
we’ve changed that perception. And together, from the ground
up, we have transformed Local 3299 into one of California’s
strongest and most effective fighting unions.
J 5,483 new AFSCME 3299 members (a 45% increase!).
J The first ever Statewide UC Hospital Strike.
J Historic new four (4) year contracts, with wage increases as
high as 27% and a freeze on healthcare premiums.
J Restored State Funding to UC (Prop. 30) and defeat of
anti-worker attacks (Prop. 32)
J Recruitment and Training of 300 new member leaders
(MATs)—a 166% increase!
In beginning my second term as your President, I’ve been
energized by your commitment to the vision we charted three
years ago—but equally humbled in the recognition that our
achievements are the product of your hard work, sacrifice, and
unflinching resolve.
At the heart of this vision is a promise—to never forget who we
are fighting for.
Each of us knows students, patients, or colleagues whose lives
may be saved because we fought for safe staffing. We each
know someone who won’t have to sleep in their car, or choose
between medicine and food because we fought for livable wages
and secure benefits. But each of us also knows someone who
will suffer needlessly if we do not redouble our efforts over the
next three years.

Over the last several months, I’ve heard from many of you about
how far we’ve come, but more importantly, about where we are
going. The roadmap before us is clear.
We must enforce and build upon what we’ve won, and empower
more members to become leaders in our union. We must work
internally to ensure our operations are as efficient, inclusive and
responsive as possible. We must apply the strong foundation we
have built at the workplace to organize ourselves and our allies
to defeat the growing attacks on public services and collective
bargaining in the legislature and the courts. And finally, we
must hold UC Administrators and our elected representatives
accountable, as relentless stewards of California’s Master Plan
for Higher Education and the aspirations of our members and
the communities we serve.
If we continue to stand together—ever mindful of who we are
fighting for—I know we will.

From the
Secretary
Treasurer:
Annual
Hudson Notice
By: Tim Thrush, RDMS, Secretary-Treasurer, AFSCME Local
3299, Senior Diagnostic Sonographer, UCSF Medical Center

A

s your Secretary-Treasurer, I’m focused on ensuring every
dollar collected from our members and fee payers is managed in accordance with the collective bargaining, enforcement
and workplace representation needs of those we represent.
A critical part of this work—pursuant to the National Labor
Relations Act—is ensuring that you have access to detailed
breakdown of expenditures related to both Local 3299 and
AFSCME’s work as your exclusive collective bargaining agent at
UC. This is called our annual “Hudson Notice”
If you haven’t already, you can view our 2013 Hudson Notice
at www.afscme3299.org, under the tab marked “our union.” If
you ever have any questions about any other financial matters
related to Local 3299, I encourage you to please contact us at
finance@afscme3299.org or 1-888-856-3299.
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We are AFSCME 3299

AFSCME 3299 Bargaining Unit

Campus

# of Workers Represented

J Patient Care Technical (EX)

Statewide

13,615

J Service (SX)

Statewide

8,694

J Skilled Crafts (K7)

UCSC

43

J Service, Professional, Clerical

UC Hastings

73

TOTAL:

UC Hastings
Workers Reach
Contract Settlement

22,425
“As the backbone of a first class law school, we refused to settle for
a second class contract,” said UC Hastings Records Technician
and Bargaining Team Member Bill Schwartz. “This victory is a
testament to the courage and support of so many fellow Local
3299 members—both inside and outside of UC Hastings—
who stood with us on the picket line, at the bargaining table, and
all points in between.”

A

fter 18 months without a contract—a process that included
multiple pickets, a formal PERB complaint against UC
Hastings for illegal bad-faith bargaining, as well as post impasse
mediation and fact finding, AFSCME Local 3299 Represented
Service, Clerical and Professional workers at UC Hastings College
of the Law reached a contract settlement on January 28th.
The three-year agreement—which includes 9.5% in across the
board wage increases, a ratification bonus, secure health and
pension benefits, and new layoff and contracting out protections—affects dozens of workers at UC Hastings College of the
Law, which voted to affiliate with AFSCME Local 3299 in 2010.
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AFSCME Local 3299 and UC’s
Legacy of Social Justice...
(continued from page 1)
The first union chartered at UC was AFSCME Local 371—
representing custodial workers at UC Berkeley (now part of
3299’s SX unit)—in 1948. Demanding “a living wage,” these
workers mounted the first ever Strike at UC in 1950—for two
weeks—overcoming widespread workplace intimidation to
win wage increases and the first ever UC Benefits package.
By the late 1960’s and early 70’s, another Berkeley based
AFSCME affiliate (Local 1695) joined with Local 371 in
providing critical support to the emerging student movements
against the Vietnam War and in support of the Third World
Liberation Front.
But where the affiliates that ultimately became known as
AFSCME Local 3299 made some of their most ground-breaking
contributions to the cause of social justice—was and continues
to be in the fight against racial and gender discrimination.
In 1970, African American dormitory maids at UC Berkeley
joined AFSCME to fight against workplace racial and gender
discrimination, and won their first contract the next year.
In 1972, Local 371 and Local 1695 joined together and
mounted a 10 week strike to protest UC’s refusal to comply
with federal law around gender discrimination. The strike
ended with the UC signing a binding pledge to comply
with federal laws related to gender discrimination, as well
as the introduction of grievance and arbitration procedures,
fully paid health coverage, and a provision barring UC from
discriminating against union activists.
In 1984, following systemwide elections that united all
AFSCME represented UC workers under one banner for the
first time, AFSCME members become the first UC employees
to win recognition of a paid holiday commemorating the life
and legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
That same decade, as AFSCME joined with students in
leading UC’s anti-apartheid movement, UCSF proposed an
“English Only” rule at the workplace, and began using that
rule to intimidate immigrant workers. AFSCME mounted a
two year campaign against the initiative, to include a formal
workplace discrimination complaint with the California
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). As a
result of AFSCME’s campaign, UCSF ultimately relented and
rescinded the policy.
And while many things have changed over the years, one
constant is that the members of AFSCME Local 3299 are

contributing just as much to this proud history of social and
economic justice as the brothers and sisters who preceded us.
This was evidenced in our 2008 and 2009 fights to win a $15
minimum wage for service and patient care technical workers,
as we well as our efforts to overcome intimidation and second
class treatment during our most recent contract fight. And
it is on display right now in places like Richmond and the
State Capitol, as we lead the fight against subcontracting
and the outsourcing of our jobs to private firms that exploit
communities of color for profit.
The members of AFSCME Local 3299 perform a number
of critical roles—from delivery of top quality patient care,
to ensuring that our students have safe and well maintained
facilities in which to live and learn.
But in the cause of doing our jobs and enforcing our rights at
work, we are not simply observers or sporadic participants
in the story of social justice activism that has long been
associated with UC. We are both the guardians of this legacy
and one of its most effective catalysts.
Learn More about the History of your union—AFSCME Local
3299—at www.afscme3299.org
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Contract Enforcement —
WINNING IN THE WORKPLACE

I

n the year since our historic contract victories for UC Service
and Patient Care workers, UC Management has wasted
no time in testing—and at times violating—the terms of our
new contracts.
From seniority and scheduling, to attendance policy and per
diem conversion, Local 3299 MAT Leaders and Organizers
are standing strong and winning key representation battles at
the workplace.
For example, at UCSD Moore’s Cancer Center, Management
recently attempted to impose a rotating schedule that would
make it difficult for workers to make childcare arrangements,
enroll into classes, and take care of family members.
Local 3299 fought back and won a fixed schedule that
incorporates seniority by organizing coworkers to call directors
and the CEO as well as getting support from elected officials
in Sacramento. We have also won similar fights at UCIMC and
other facilities across the state.
Another important new provision in our newest contracts are
expanded conversion rights for per-diem workers. With MATs
and Organizers leading the charge to inform our per-diem
colleagues and enforce their new rights, we have successfully
converted hundreds of previously temporary or contingent
UC workers into full-time, career employees. We will be
accelerating these efforts in 2015—beginning with our next
conversion deadline of May 1st—so please look out for ways
that you can help spread the word!

Some of these issues—such as UC’s efforts to subcontract (or
outsource)—bargaining unit work are discussed elsewhere in
this newsletter.
Other challenges we are seeing include draconian proposed
changes to attendance policy—most notably at UC Davis
Medical Center. If left unchallenged, these changes would
enable UC to discipline workers for being sick. In response,
our local MATs and organizers have stepped up their efforts
to train Davis workers on their rights, but also filing new
grievances to hold management accountable to the reasonable
use of sick time guaranteed by our contracts.
Stay tuned for additional updates on this and other workplace
representation issues in the next edition of the UC Worker.
Above all else, please remember that helping you resolve issues
at work and providing the support needed to enforce your
rights is the heart of our mission at Local 3299. Every year, we
provide workplace representation services to hundreds of UC
workers like you. So If you ever have any questions or need
help, please contact your MAT Leader or Campus Organizing
office right away.

While there is plenty of good news in terms of our efforts to
enforce our contracts and the rights of our members at the
workplace, there remain substantial challenges ahead.
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Lybarger Elected President of
California Labor Federation

O

n February 9, 2015, Local 3299 President Kathryn Lybarger made history as the
first ever UC union official elected President of the California Labor Federation. She
succeeds newly elected California State Senator Connie Leyva.
The California Labor Federation is composed of more than 1,200 local unions representing
2.1 million public and private sector workers across California.
“Kathryn has proven time and again that she’s a tenacious advocate for the core ideals of
California’s labor movement,” said California Labor Federation Executive Secretary-Treasurer
Art Pulaski. “As a rank-and-file union member who rose to lead the largest union of University
of California workers in the state, Kathryn epitomizes the values that guide our activism each
and every day in support of all California wor kers.”
A Lead Gardener at UC Berkeley since 2001, Lybarger will continue to serve as President of AFSCME Local 3299—a post she has
held since 2011 and was re-elected to in October of 2014.
“It is heartening to see just how far our union has come in just a few short years,” added Local 3299’s Executive Vice-President
Michael Avant. “From our historic new contracts to Kathryn’s historic election as President of our State Labor Federation, it is clear
that the members of Local 3299 are raising the sights and voicing the aspirations of working people across our Golden State.”

Arellano Sr.
honored by Orange
County Labor
Federation

A

FSCME 3299 Executive Board Member Francisco
Arellano Sr. was honored as “Delegate of the Year” at the
Orange County Labor Federation’s 2015 Annual Solidarity
Awards Dinner in April—a well-deserved recognition of his
decades of advocacy on behalf of working families. For the last
31 years Arellano has worked in the Environmental Services
Department at UC Irvine Medical Center. One of our most
distinguished member leaders, Francisco has been a member
of Local 3299’s Executive Board for more than a decade, has
served as President of the Service Unit at UC Irvine, served on
three different Bargaining Teams, organized hundreds of new
members, and has helped lead his co-workers through countless
fights with UC Management—including strikes in 2005, 2008,
and 2013. Congratulations Francisco, and thank you for all you
have done for Local 3299, for Orange County, and for working
families across our state.

follow us on
facebook!

FACEBOOK.COM/AFSCME3299
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CONGRATULATIONS to AFSCME 3299’s
Newly Elected Officers & Executive Board

O

n October 21, 2014, thousands of Local 3299 members took to the polls to elect our union’s leadership over the next three
years. All told, thirty eight (38) Officers and Executive Board members won election in 2014. Consistent with Local 3299’s
Constitution and bylaws, four members were also nominated and elected by the Executive Board to fill additional slots that
remained vacant after the election.

Local 3299’s Officers and Executive Board constitute the governing body of our democratic union. Their duties include setting
policies, managing the union’s finances, and establishing its bargaining, contract enforcement, representation, and political
goals. The body is comprised entirely of dues paying Local 3299 members representing every UC Campus.
Congratulations to all of our newly elected—and in some cases re-elected—member leaders.
Office

Name

Office

Name

Officer — President

Kathryn Lybarger

UCLA Executive Board Member

Henry Avila

Officer — Executive Vice President

Michael Avant

UCLA Executive Board Member

Jorge Fernandez

Officer — Secretary/Treasurer

Tim Thrush

UCLA Executive Board Member

Olga Lopez

Officer — Recording Secretary:

Lakeisha Collins

UCLA Executive Board Member

Jose Mendez

Officer — VP of Patient Care Unit

Monica De Leon

UCLA Executive Board Member

Tania Ortega

Officer — VP of Service Unit

Ruben Santos

UCLA Executive Board Member

Oscar Rubio

UCB Executive Board Member

Ramelda James

UCR Executive Board Member

Jesus Hernandez

UCB Executive Board Member

Maricruz Manzanarez

UCR Executive Board Member

Curtis Washington

UCB Executive Board Member

Arnold Meza

UCSB Executive Board Member

Henry Jiminez

UCB/LBNL Executive Board Member

Luster Howard

UCSB Executive Board Member

Serafin Zamora

UCD Executive Board Member

Tracy Kasik

UCSC Executive Board Member

Veronica Garcia-Sumano

UCD Executive Board Member

Cameron Woods

UCSC Executive Board Member

Nicolas Guttierez

UCD Executive Board Member

Rebecca Chidester

UCSD Executive Board Member

Ruth Zolayvar

UCD Executive Board Member

Nicolas Herrera

UCSD Executive Board Member

Latrenda Wood

UCD Executive Board Member

Namrata Singh

UCSD Executive Board Member

Marisol Bermea

UCD Executive Board Member

Betti Heimbuch Clark

UCSD Executive Board Member

Angie Mendoza

UCI Executive Board Member

Carlos Candelario–Velasco

UCSF Executive Board Member

Agnes Bolos-Suarez

UCI Executive Board Member

Katherine Simpson

UCSF Executive Board Member

Yolanda Jackson

UCI Executive Board Member

Francisco Arellano Jr.

UCSF Executive Board Member

Randall Johnson

UCI Executive Board Member

Francisco Arellano Sr.

UCSF Executive Board Member

Garry Kam

UCI Executive Board Member

Rose Rodriguez

UCSF Executive Board Member

Judy McKeever
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Politics: UC Funding
Dominates Debate
Inside the Capitol
By: Luster Howard, Chair, AFSCME Local 3299 Political Committee, Truck Driver, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)

E

ver since the UC Board Of Regents approved a 28% tuition hike absent a dramatic increase in state funding last
November, one question has dominated virtually every discussion happening inside our state capitol.

What in the world is going on at UC?
You already know. UC has prioritized executive pay, growing
its managerial ranks, and building opulent new facilities over
its core public mission for years. And when there’s a shortfall,
the playbook is always the same: cut frontline staff, outsource
more jobs to low wage contractors, cut wages and benefits, and
RAISE tuition.
After passing Prop. 30 to deal with UC’s last “hair on fire”
funding crisis, state lawmakers are finally looking more closely
at how UC spends its money. They have also come to AFSCME
for help, relying on our testimony to State Budget Hearings
and our extensive research on UC’s financial practices.
This also means that this year, AFSCME 3299 has an historic
opportunity to influence the debate in a way that produces real
reforms that protect our members and those we serve.

Our agenda is threefold:
1. M
 ore funding for UC—but with accountability for how
it’s spent—no blank check.
2. A
 B 837: This caps UC pay at $500K per year, and saves
the system $80 million/year.
3. S B 376: Requires UC’s private contractors to pay their
workers the same fair wages and benefits as career UC
employees doing the same work.
There is unprecedented momentum behind our efforts and
AFSCME Local
3299 has helped
organize an
unprecedented
statewide Higher
Education
coalition of fellow
workers, faculty
and students from
UC, CSU and the
CA Community
College System. On March 5th, hundreds gathered for a lobby
day at the Capitol that showed the bosses our power and took
our message directly to lawmakers.
In the coming weeks, please contact your organizer or MAT Leader
regarding other opportunities to get involved: like joining meetings
with your local state legislator, making phone calls, coming to
lobby days and signing letters in support of AFSCME Local 3299
sponsored legislation.
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As UC Ramps Up
Subcontracting,
3299 Ramps Up
External Organizing
By: Ruben Santos, VP of Service Unit (SX), AFSCME Local
3299, Sr. Custodian, UC Davis

A

cross the UC system, jobs
normally performed by
AFSCME Local 3299 represented
UC workers are increasingly being
outsourced to private contractors
who pay their workers—
predominantly immigrants and
people of color—rock bottom wages with no benefits.
It’s happening in the Grounds department at UC Berkeley,
in Food Service at UCLA, and custodial departments across
the state. It is particularly focused on UC expansion sites—
including ten departments covering everything from Sterile
Processing to Patient Transport at UCSF’s new Mission Bay
Hospital, nearly 700 potential service unit jobs at UC Berkeley’s
proposed Richmond Bay “Global Campus,” and plans for fifteen
new buildings at UC Merced.
Though our union contracts ensure that existing 3299
represented UC workers whose jobs are outsourced are given a
commensurate job with the same union-negotiated wages and
benefits, UC’s dramatic increase of outsourcing in recent years is
an unmistakable effort to stem the growth of 3299’s bargaining
power. For example, UC increasingly cites “temporary” or
“relief” needs as reasons for hiring private contractors at new
facilities, or for jobs left open from attrition and retirements. UC
then extends the contracts for years on end, paying these outside
companies millions of dollars to deny their workers a career job
with fair wages, decent benefits, or union representation.

3299 has successfully pressured UC to bring more than 50
subcontracted custodial workers from IMPEC Group and
A&E building maintenance services in-house as AFSCME
Local 3299 represented workers. These same workers have
been actively engaged in AFSCME 3299’s lobbying efforts
around ending UC’s support for contractors who abuse
workers of color.
J AFSCME Local 3299 has joined a coalition of community
groups, interfaith organizations, students, elected officials
and UC workers who are actively campaigning to demand
that UC Berkeley sign a binding community benefits
agreement that would ensure campus service jobs at the new
Richmond Bay Campus are career UC jobs represented by
AFSCME 3299. The Richmond City Council has passed a
resolution in support of our demands, and the campaign is
building strong momentum across the bay area.
Stay tuned to future editions of The UC Worker for updates on
these and other external organizing campaigns.

“External organizing is where enforcing our existing contract
and strengthening our ability to win great contracts in the future
come together,” said Richmond resident and AFSCME 3299
Executive Board Member Luster Howard.
As a result, Local 3299 has dramatically ramped up its external
organizing efforts. And we are winning key battles across the state.
J At UCSF and UC Davis Medical Center, AFSCME Local
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3299 Defeats Emergency Layoffs (Again!)
By: Monica De Leon, VP, Patient Care Technical Unit (EX), AFSCME Local 329, Hospital Unit Service
Coordinator, UC Irvine Medical Center

UC

Patient Care workers no doubt remember
the 11th hour bargaining demand from
UC that nearly led to a five day strike in 2014—
sweeping new layoff powers that would have allowed
Managers to cut our hours without notice and
intensify an already growing staffing crisis at
UC Hospitals.

What you may not know is why they wanted
it so bad.
Going back to 2011, UC had asserted that it already had this power, and were
exercising it with impunity. At UCSD’s Hillcrest Hospital, for example, Nursing
Floor Management would routinely send the Unit Secretaries home when
patient census was low, forcing cuts in hours that amount to a pay cut on our members, and pushing their duties onto an already
under-staffed department.
AFSCME Local 3299 members fought back—filing grievances and ultimately taking the issue to arbitration.
On October 28, 2014, the Arbitrator issued a legally binding ruling affirming that UC had no right to “flex off” patient care technical
workers and “shall cease and desist from such practice.”
This case is a testament to the power of member solidarity, the vital representational services supported by your dues and fair
share fees, and the importance of our continuing efforts to ensure safe staffing and fair treatment at the workplace.
So going forward, if your manager attempts to “flex you off ” without notice, remind
them that this is a violation of YOUR UNION CONTRACT, which protects your
hours. Then contact your organizer or MAT leader, and know that we will fight—and
win—against any attempts to “flex off ” UC Patient Care Technical Workers.

ATTENTION PATIENT CARE WORKERS:
Your Next Raise Is Coming In May!!
As a result of the historic new contract won by patient care workers in 2014, a
4% across the board wage increase will be reflected in paychecks in May of 2015.
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MATS & MAT CAPTAINS:
Expanding Our Representation
Capabilities at the Workplace
PEOPLE POWER. RELATIONSHIP BUILDING.
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT. LEADERS LEADING OTHER LEADERS.

T

hese are the basic principles at the heart of AFSCME
3299’s MAT (Member Action Team) and MAT Captain
Training Program. With a focus on developing leaders in the
workplace to coordinate regularly with other leaders and
organizers, MATs are the first line of defense for helping Local
3299 members directly address issues where they work.
Since 2011, AFSCME Local 3299 has recruited and trained
more than 300 new MAT Leaders across the state.
But with new enforcement challenges related to the historic
seniority, staffing, and job protection provisions we won in
our new service and patient care contracts, AFSCME 3299 has
sought ways to further augment this capacity by developing
even more workplace leadership.
Early in 2015, we launched the MAT Captain program to
provide Local 3299’s growing army of new MATs a go-to leader
at work who can provide mentorship and additional support on
representation issues and organizing campaigns.
To develop this program, we began with a thorough
analysis of the strengths of our existing member leaders,
and developed a training curriculum designed to build on
their current strengths. The program consists both of formal
classroom training and on the job training with campus leads
and organizers.
For the formal classroom training, we have scheduled three
(3) two-day MAT Captain trainings for 2015—each of which

are designed to help existing MATs learn new skills, plan an
issue campaign, and coordinate groups of other member
leaders around workplace fights and other organizing efforts.
We kicked off the MAT Captain Orientation Pilot Training
in January for 28 MAT leaders. The climax of the two (2)
day training included performances where teams presented
their campaign plans in a creative format. Two more MAT
Captain Orientations will take place April 17-18 in Northern
California and April 24-25 in Southern California.
In February, Local 3299 also conducted its first Quarterly Training for new MATs—focused on Basic Representation. Over 100 MAT Leaders participated. The next
training, on Informal Meetings, will take place later this
spring. Check in with your MAT Captain or Organizer
for more information.
Thank you again to the hundreds of Local 3299 members who
are stepping up to enforce what we’ve won at the workplace
as MATs, or as MAT Captains. We look forward to seeing you
at this summer’s annual MAT Conference, scheduled for July
24-26 in Costa Mesa!
If you are interested in becoming a MAT Leader, or are an
experienced MAT who is interested in serving as a MAT
Captain, please contact your local campus organizer for information about upcoming trainings in your area.
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AFSCME 3299 LOCATIONS:
STATE HEADQUARTERS

UC BERKELEY

2201 Broadway Ave, Suite 315

2519 Telegraph Suite B

Oakland, CA 94612

Berkeley, CA 94704

(510) 844-1160

Tel: (510) 486-0100

1-888-856-3299
UC IRVINE
UC DAVIS

1740 W. Katella Ave., Suite I

2400 O Street

Orange, CA 92867

Sacramento, CA 95831

Tel: (714) 634-1449

Tel: (916) 491-1426
UC RIVERSIDE
UC MERCED

1280 Palmyrita Avenue, Suite F

2400 O Street

Riverside, CA 92507

Sacramento, CA 95831

Tel: (951) 781-8158

Tel: (916) 491-1426
UC SAN DIEGO
UC LOS ANGELES

4241 Jutland Dr. #105

5601 W. Slauson Ave Suite 243

San Diego, CA 92117

Culver City, CA 90230

Tel: (619) 296-0342

Tel: (310) 338-1299
UC SANTA CRUZ
UC SANTA BARBARA

501 Mission Street, Apt. #4

900 Embarcadero Del Mar, Suite E

Santa Cruz, CA 95060

Goleta, CA 93117

Tel: (831) 425-4822

Tel: (805) 685-3760
UC SAN FRANCISCO/HASTINGS
1360 9th Ave, #240
San Francisco, CA 94122
Tel: (415) 566-6477

AFSCME LOCAL 3299 K AFSCME3299.ORG K (510) 844-1160

K FACEBOOK.COM/AFSCME3299
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